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Abstract 

Ganciclovir, (2-amino-9-{[(1,3-dihydroxypropan-2-yl)oxy]methyl}-1,9-dihydro-6H-purin-6-one) is an acyclic analog of the 

nucleoside guanosine. Ganciclovir is widely used for the treatment of cytomegalovirus (CMV) infections among patients with 

impaired cell-mediated immunity, particularly persons with poorly controlled and advanced HIV/AIDS and recipients of solid 

organ and bone marrow transplantation, who are at high risk for invasive CMV disease. Computer aided geometry 

optimization (active conformation) and excited state properties of Ganciclovir was performed by ArgusLab 4.0.1 software. 

Result showed that the best conformation of Ganciclovir was found to be -126.872353 au(-79613.675800 kcal/mol) which is 

the minimum potential energy calculated by ArgusLab software using AMI/RHF method. At this point, Ganciclovir will be 

more active to interact with the receptors. Such types of interactions are significant for drug- receptor interactions. 
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1. Introduction 

Ganciclovir is widely used for the treatment of 

cytomegalovirus (CMV) infections among patients with 

impaired cell-mediated immunity, particularly persons with 

poorly controlled and advanced HIV/AIDS and recipients 

of solid organ and bone marrow transplantation, who are at 

high risk for invasive CMV disease. Ganciclovir, (2-amino-

9-{[(1,3-dihydroxypropan-2-yl)oxy]methyl}-1,9-dihydro-

6H-purin-6-one) is an acyclic analog of the nucleoside 

guanosine [1]. The drug is converted intracellularly to 

ganciclovir 5'-monophosphate by a viral kinase, which is 

encoded by the cytomegalovirus (CMV) gene UL97 during 

infection [2]. Subsequently, cellular kinases catalyze the 

formation of ganciclovir diphosphate and ganciclovir 

triphosphate, which is present in 10-fold greater 

concentrations in CMV or herpes simplex virus (HSV)-

infected cells than uninfected cells [3-4]. Ganciclovir 

triphosphate is a competitive inhibitor of deoxyguanosine 

triphosphate incorporation into DNA and preferentially 

inhibits viral DNA polymerases more than cellular DNA 

polymerases. In addition, ganciclovir triphosphate serves as 

a poor substrate for chain elongation, thereby disrupting 

viral DNA synthesis by a second route [5-6]. 

The geometry of a molecule has a great impact on its energy 

level, physical and chemical properties. As the molecule 

rotates, it adopts different conformations and spatial 

arrangements to achieve one of the stable states of lowest 

energy [4]. The total molecular energy can be evaluated in 

terms of potential energy surface as a sum of energies 
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associated with each type of bonded interactions i.e. bond 

length, bond angle and dihedral angle as well as non-bonded 

interactions (van der Waals and electrostatic) taking place in 

a molecule and on atomic properties of a molecule [7, 8]. 

Computational study on the geometry optimization and 

excited – state properties using ArgusLab 4.0.1 software have 

been reported by several authors [20 – 24]. These authors 

reported the minimum energy of the drugs as the most 

feasible position the drug to interact with receptors. The 

present work describes the computer aided geometry 

optimization (active conformation) and calculation of excited 

state properties of 2-amino-9-{[(1,3-dihydroxypropan-2-

yl)oxy]methyl}-1,9-dihydro-6H-purin-6-one,ganciclovir by 

ArgusLab 4.0.1 software [9]. 

2. Materials and Methods 

2-Amino-9-{[(1,3-dihydroxypropan-2-yl)oxy]methyl}-1,9-

dihydro-6H-purin-6-one (ganciclovir) structure was sketched 

with ACDLabChem Sketch software and saved as MDL 

molfiles (*mol). Ganciclovir structure was generated by 

ArgusLab [9], and minimization was performed with UFF 

(The Universal Force Field) molecular mechanics method [7-

8]. The Universal Force Field is a molecular mechanics 

method. The method was first introduced in 1993 by Rappe 

and co-workers as a way to treat the entire periodic table. 

UFF is good for initially cleaning up structures that you have 

sketched in the builder, and for refining initial geometries 

before using more expensive methods [18]. The minimum 

potential energy was calculated using geometry convergence 

function in Argus lab software [9]. Surfaces created to 

visualize ground state properties as well as excited state 

properties such as orbital, electron densities, electrostatic 

potentials (ESP) spin densities and generated the grid data 

were used to make molecular orbital surfaces and 

electrostatic potential mapped on electron density surface 

[10-14]. The minimum potential energy was calculated for 

ganciclovir through the geometry convergence map [15]. 

Mulliken atomic charges and ZDO atomic charges of 

ganciclovir were determined using AM1 method [7, 12]. 

3. Results 

Prospective view and calculated properties of 2-amino-9-

{[(1,3-dihydroxypropan-2-yl)oxy]methyl}-1,9-dihydro-6H-

purin-6-one (ganciclovir) molecule is shown in Figure 1. The 

active conformation and electron density mapped of 

ganciclovir by ACDlabs-3D viewer software are shown in 

Figures 2 and 3 respectively. The highest occupied molecular 

orbital (HOMO) of ganciclovir molecule is shown in Figure 

4. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of 

ganciclovir molecule is presented in Figure 5. Electrostatic 

potential of molecular ground state mapped onto the electron 

density surface of ganciclovir is presented in Figure 6. Self 

Consistent Field (SCF) energy graph of ganciclovir is shown 

in Figure 7. Atomic coordinates of ganciclovir molecule is 

given in Table 1. Bond length and bond angles are given in 

Tables 2 and 3 respectively, which are calculated after 

geometry optimization of molecule from Arguslab by using 

molecular mechanics calculation. Table 4 shows the Mulliken 

atomic charges and ZDO atomic charges of ganciclovir 

molecule. 

 

Figure 1. Prospective view and calculated properties of 2-amino-9-{[(1,3-

dihydroxypropan-2-yl)oxy]methyl}-1,9-dihydro-6H-purin-6-

one(ganciclovir) molecule. 

 

Figure 2. Active conformation of ganciclovir byACDlabs-3D viewer 

software. 

 

Figure 3. Electron density mapped of ganciclovir by ACDlabs-3D viewer 

software. 

 

Figure 4. Highest Occupied Molecular orbitals (HOMO) of ganciclovir. 
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Figure 5. Lowest Unocupied Moleculars Orbitals (LUMO) of ganciclovir. 

 

Figure 6. Electrostatic potential of ganciclovir mapped onto its electron 

density surface. 

 

Figure 7. Self Consistent Field (SCF) energy ofGanciclovir. 

Table 1. FinalAtomic Coordinates of ganciclovir. 

Atoms x y z Atomic No 

N 21.07525713 -11.04215218 0.00000000 7 

C 20.76245681 -12.46316727 0.00000000 6 

C 19.99656789 -10.07990761 0.00000000 6 

N 19.50882390 -12.87122816 0.00000000 7 

C 18.63920995 -10.61149232 0.00000000 6 

C 18.43537856 -11.90117328 0.00000000 6 

N 17.39693814 -9.89765632 0.00000000 7 

C 16.48007454 -10.83890317 0.00000000 6 

N 17.03618467 -12.17255017 0.00000000 7 

C 16.45516062 -13.50377252 0.00000000 6 

O 15.10153242 -13.89795727 0.00000000 8 

C 13.99256702 -13.27180813 0.00000000 6 

C 13.88399190 -11.80394149 0.00000000 6 

O 12.64161011 -11.13254004 0.00000000 8 

C 12.77414726 -14.10353861 0.00000000 6 

O 11.47488797 -13.54996148 0.00000000 8 

N 21.75796435 -13.36509072 0.00000000 7 

O 20.25334678 -8.69555928 0.00000000 8 

Table 2. Bond length of ganciclovir. 

Atoms Bond length 

1 2 (N)-(C) 1.433804 

1 3 (N)-(C) 1.433804 

2 4 (C)-(N) 1.301961 

2 17 (C)-(N) 1.343384 

3 5 (C)-(C) 1.458000 

3 18 (C)-(O) 1.407689 

4 6 (N)-(C) 1.433804 

5 6 (C)-(C) 1.323387 

5 7 (C)-(N) 1.433804 

6 9 (C)-(N) 1.433804 

7 8 (N)-(C) 1.301961 

8 9 (C)-(N) 1.433804 

9 10 (N)-(C) 1.436817 

10 11 (C)-(O) 1.386426 

11 12 (O)-(C) 1.260307 

12 13 (C)-(C) 1.464000 

12 14 (C)-(C) 1.464000 

13 16 (C)-(O) 1.410739 

14 5 (C)-(O) 1.410739 

Table 3. Bond Angles of ganciclovir. 

Atoms Bond angles Alternate angles 

213(C)-(N)-(C) 120.000000 198.144139 

124(N)-(C)-(N) 120.000000 402.764879 

1217(N)-(C)-(N) 120.000000 385.642256 

135(N)-(C)-(C) 120.000000 257.053574 

1318(N)-(C)-(O) 120.000000 325.928547 

4217(N)-(C)-(N) 120.000000 446.697620 

246(C)-(N)-(C) 120.000000 227.506158 

5318(C)-(C)-(O) 120.000000 238.736810 

356(C)-(C)-(C) 120.000000 216.488007 

357(C)-(C)-(N) 120.000000 257.053574 

465(N)-(C)-(C) 120.000000 295.980973 

469(N)-(C)-(N) 120.000000 350.783913 

657(C)-(C)-(N) 120.000000 295.980973 

569(C)-(C)-(N) 120.000000 295.980973 

578(C)-(N)-(C) 120.000000 227.506158 

698(C)-(N)-(C) 120.000000 198.144139 

6910(C)-(N)-(C) 120.000000 197.520556 

789(N)-(C)-(N) 120.000000 402.764879 

8910(C)-(N)-(C) 120.000000 197.520556 

91011(N)-(C)-(O) 120.000000 332.188669 

101112(C)-(O)-(C) 120.000000 251.262602 

111213(O)-(C)-(C) 120.000000 275.966448 

111214(O)-(C)-(C) 120.000000 275.966448  

131214(C)-(C)-(C) 120.000000 186.134654  

121316(C)-(C)-(O) 120.000000 236.478255  

121415(C)-(C)-(O) 120.000000 236.478255  

Tables 4. ZDO atomic charges and Mulliken atomic charges of ganciclovir. 

S.No Atoms ZDO Mulliken 

1 N -0.1453 -0.1798 

2 C -0.0385 0.0205 

3 C 0.2184 0.2621 

4 N -0.1032 -0.1508 

5 C -0.1300 -0.1274 

6 C -0.0421 -0.0154 

7 N -0.0965 -0.1433 

8 C -0.2273 -0.1338 

9 N -0.1830 -0.3118 

10 C 0.2572 0.3380 

11 O -0.0472 -0.1138 

12 C 0.1064 0.1058 

13 C 0.2908 0.3168 
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S.No Atoms ZDO Mulliken 

14 C 0.1375 0.1849 

15 O -0.3026 -0.3231 

16 O -0.2298 -0.2497 

17 N -0.0815 -0.0888 

18 O -0.3832 -0.3905 

4. Discussions 

Chemical reactivity of a ganciclovir molecule depends on the 

interaction between HOMO (Figure 4) and LUMO (Figure 5) 

energy levels. The excited and ground states have different 

distributions of electron density. Frontier molecular orbitals 

predict fundamental principles that govern the reactivity of 

molecules. It predicts whether a molecule is a good 

nucleophile or a strong electrophile. It predicts which 

position of an aromatic ring undergoes electrophilic or 

nucleophilic substitutions. The simple understanding that a 

nucleophile is electron-rich molecule that attacks sites with 

low electron density, and that electrophile is electron-poor 

molecule that will attack a position of large electron density 

allows understanding many organic reactions [19]. A 

powerful practical model for describing chemical reactivity is 

the frontier molecular orbital (FMO) theory. The important 

aspect of the frontier electron theory is the focus on the 

highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals 

(HOMO and LUMO). Instead of thinking about the total 

electron density in a nucleophile, we should think about the 

localization of the HOMO orbital because electrons from this 

orbital are most free to participate in reactions. Similarly, the 

frontier orbital theory predicts the site where the lowest 

unoccupied orbital is localized, which is a good electrophilic 

site [19]. The electrophilic site in ganciclovir molecule is 

represented in blue colour, while the nucleophilic site is show 

in red colour. The FMO theory can be used for explaining 

electrophilic substitution. The HOMO energy suggests the 

ability of the molecule to donate electrons to receptors. 

LUMO energy suggests the ability of the molecule to accept 

electrons. 

The positive and negative phases (Figures 4 – 6) of the 

orbitalare represented by two colour, the red regions 

represent an increase in electron density and the blue regions 

shows a decrease in electron density. Electrostatic potential 

(ESP) surfaces of ganciclovir mapped onto the molecular 

electron density is shown in Figure 6. Electrostatic potential 

surfaces are valuable in computer-aided drug design because 

they help in optimization of electrostatic interactions between 

the protein and the ligand. These surfaces can be used to 

compare different inhibitors with substrates or transition 

states of the reaction [19]. What this surface simply shows is 

how the ESP has changed by the movement of electrons in 

this excitation. This surface gives a very direct indication of 

the shift of electron density. The blue end shows where the 

ESP has increased, which means where electron density has 

decreased. The red regions show where the ESP has 

decreased (become more negative) since the electron density 

has increased in this region. ESP at a point in space is the 

potential energy of a positive test charge at that point. If the 

electron density has decreased, then the interaction energy 

with the positive test charge will have become less negative, 

or increased, hence the blue color [9]. This type of surface 

representations is useful to discuss drug-receptor interaction. 

The colour map shows the electrostatic potential energy (in 

hartrees) for the various colours [9]. The red end of the 

spectrum shows regions of highest stability for a positive test 

charge, magenta/ blue show the regions of least stability for a 

positive test charge [9]. 

Mulliken and ZDO atomic charges have been applied to the 

estimation of reaction centres. It shows the charge 

distribution over the whole skeleton of the molecule [17]. It 

has been reported [17] that the more negatively charged 

heteroatoms have more tendency donate electrons to 

receptors. The calculated Mulliken and ZDO atomic charges 

of Ganciclovir (Table 4) shows numerous active centers. The 

site of receptors adsorption could be estimated from the net 

charges on a molecule. 

Self consistent field energy (SCF) was obtained as ‘the 

minimum potential energy which is the needed energy for the 

interaction of drug with the receptor [16]. The SCF is the 

average interaction between a given particle and other 

particles of a quantum mechanical system consisting of many 

particles. Because the problem of many interacting particles 

is very complex and has no exact solution, calculations are 

done by approximate methods. One of the most often used 

approximated methods of quantum mechanics is based on the 

interaction of a self consistent field., which permits the many 

particle problem to be reduced to the problem of single 

particle moving in the average self consistent field produced 

by other particles [16]. The SCF energy (Figure 7) (Net 

Charge of -1, Valence electron of 86) was found to be -

126.613168 au (-79451.034700 kcal/mol) as calculated by 

RHF/ AM1 method in ArgusLab 4.0.1 suite. 

5. Conclusion 

The present work indicates that the best conformation of 2-

amino-9-{[(1,3-dihydroxypropan-2-yl)oxy]methyl}-1,9-

dihydro-6H-purin-6-one (ganciclovir) was found to be -

126.613168 au (-79451.034700 kcal/mol) as calculated by 

RHF/ AM1 method in ArgusLab 4.0.1 suite. This is the 

minimum potential energy calculated by ArgusLab 

4.0.1software. At this point (2-amino-9-{[(1,3-

dihydroxypropan-2-yl)oxy]methyl}-1,9-dihydro-6H-purin-6-
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one) (ganciclovir) will be more active to interact with the 

receptors. Such types of interactions are significant for drug- 

receptor interactions. 
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